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Abstract-In this paper, we investigate problems related to
optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks that
use the virtual concatenation (VCAT) mechanism of synchronous
optical network (SONET) technology. VCAT, an end-to-end
mechanism, allows SONET based optical WDM networks to
carry traffic in finer granularity via multiple paths or a single
path with multiple wavelengths. The benefits include efficient
utilization of link capacity and implicit partial link failure
protection if link-disjoint paths are used. However, multi-path
routing causes differential delay among constituent paths and
requires high-speed buffer capacity at receiving nodes. In this
paper, we propose four route selection methods to study the
tradeoffs of VCAT's traffic splitting feature. The performance
analysis is conducted using a discrete-event simulation model.
Optical WDM grooming networks under dynamic traffic demand
are considered. The simulation results quantify the costs and
benefits of using the VCAT mechanism in SONET based optical
WDM networks. The simulation results confirm the benefits of
carrying traffic in finer granularity. MP and SPMW consistently
outperform the traditional SPSW method by 50 percent and
90 percent respectively in blocking performance. In the event
of a link failure, the implicit protection ratio increases as
connections use more link-disjoint paths. The results also show
that differential delay, which is the cost of VCAT's multi-path
routing, increases as the number of link-disjoint paths increases.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers optical Wavelength division multi
plexing (WDM) networks [1] that use Synchronous optical
network (SONET) as the underlying layer [2]. In particular,
we consider the Virtual concatenation (VCAT) method, that
was designed to address the inefficiencies of the traditional
SONET concatenation mechanism [3]. This technique can
split requested connection bandwidth into a set of traffic sub
streams and route them across the network via multiple paths.
The benefits of multi-path routing include efficient utilization
of link capacity, more evenly distributed traffic load, and
implicit partial link failure protection if paths are link-disjoint
[4].

When multiple paths are used to route a connection, the
difference between the longest and shortest sub-stream path
delay is called as the differential delay. The presence of dif
ferential delay requires the receiving node to store information
until data from all constituent paths reach the destination. The
buffer capacity increases as transmission rates and differential
delay increase. For instance, in an optical WDM network with
16 wavelengths per link and a wavelength capacity of OC
48 (2.5 gigabits per second), an average differential delay of
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10 milliseconds requires 50 megabytes of buffer capacity per
link. As link bandwidths increase, the buffer requirements also
increase.

This paper aims to quantify the costs and benefits of
VCAT's traffic splitting feature. We consider four route se
lection methods to study the tradeoffs: single-path-single
wavelength (SPSW), multi-path (MP), single-path-multi
wavelength (SPMW), and single-path-multi-wavelength-multi
path (SPMW-MP). The SPSW method routes a connection's
traffic sub-streams using the same wavelength on a single
path; the MP method routes a connection's traffic sub-streams
using as many link-disjoint paths as possible; the SPMW
method routes a connection's traffic sub-streams using multiple
wavelengths on a single path; and the SPMW-MP method is
a hybrid of SPMW and MP. While single-path methods avoid
the differential delay problem, they also forgo the potential
benefits of routing with multiple paths mentioned earlier.

A discrete-event simulator is used for performance analysis.
We consider optical WDM grooming networks under dy
namic traffic demand. Performance evaluation metrics include
blocking probability, link utilization, connection setup time,
differential delay, and implicit link failure protection ratio.
The simulation results confirm the benefits of carrying traffic
in finer granularity. MP and SPMW consistently outperform
the traditional SPSW method by 50 percent and 90 percent
respectively in blocking performance. In the event of a link
failure, the implicit protection ratio increases as connections
use more link-disjoint paths. The results also show that differ
ential delay, which is the cost of VCAT's multi-path routing,
increases as the number of link-disjoint paths increases.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section provides a brief description of SONET, VCAT,
survival techniques in optical WDM networks, and other work
related to this paper.

A. Optical WDM networks

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a technology
which can send multiple light beams of different wavelengths
simultaneously through an optical fiber [1], [2]. Technology
demonstrations have shown that more than 100 wavelengths
are possible, with each wavelength operating at up to 40 Gbps.
WDM based optical backbone networks can be developed
using optical crossconnects that support wavelength routing.
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Fig. 1. A wavelength-routed optical WDM network.

Wavelength routing in optical WDM networks allows net
work nodes to communicate with each other via all-optical
lightpaths [5]. Figure 1 shows a typical wavelength-routed op
tical WDM network where optical routing nodes are intercon
nected by fiber links. Traffic is carried over a lightpath between
two nodes is an all-optical manner, without any intermediate
optical-to-electronic conversion [1]. Wavelength converters,
that optically convert data on one wavelength to another, can
also be available at intermediate optical crossconnects . These
devices help eliminate the wavelength continuity constraint
while establishing lightpaths.

On each of the wavelengths, data can be carried over
SONET or lTD G.709 based framing. In this work, we assume
that SONET based framing is provided. Also, since each
channel bandwidth is 10 Gbps and higher, it is often not
the case that a single connection will be alloted an entire
wavelength. Hence, multiple lower bit-rate streams will be
allotted to a wavelength, in order to improve link utilization.
This technique is referred to as traffic grooming [6].

B. SONETIVCAT

SONET has been a successful standard for communicating
digital information over optical fiber [7]. Virtual Concatenation
(VCAT) is an inverse multiplexing technique [8] used to split
a connection into a set of traffic sub-streams, which can be
routed independently across the network. It was proposed as a
part of the next-generation SONET to address the inefficiency
of the traditional concatenation method - contiguous concate
nation (CCAT) [4]. In CCAT, concatenation functionality is
required at source, destination, and all intermediate nodes,
which could be expensive to implement. However, in VCAT,
only the source and the destination require concatenation func
tionality. Since the sizes of concatenated payload containers
in CCAT are fixed, a large amount of bandwidth could be
wasted. For example, routing a Gigabit Ethernet connection
within a concatenated OC-48 (2.5 Gbps) channel leads to a
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60 percent bandwidth waste. VCAT solves this problem by
allowing concatenated payload containers of arbitrary sizes.
Fig. 2 shows an example of using SONET VCAT to admit a
new STS-3c connection that requires three OC-l slots. Since
the OC-12 signal on lightpath A has only two free slots, VCAT
allows the incoming STS-3c request to be split and routed
across lightpath A and a new lightpath B.

Fig. 2. An example of using SONET VCAT to carry a STS-3c connection.

VCAT enables SONET based optical WDM networks to
carry traffic in finer granularity and to efficiently utilize link
capacity [3]. When the network is congested, the ability to split
the bandwidth over multiple paths can significantly increase
the number of connection requests admitted. In addition, multi
path routing allows traffic load to be more evenly distributed in
the network and provides implicit partial link failure protection
if paths are link-disjoint. However, VCAT is subjected to
the problem of differential delay. For a connection that uses
multiple paths, the difference between its longest and shortest
path delay is known as the differential delay. For example,
assume that connection N uses two paths and their delays
are 10 milliseconds and 15 milliseconds respectively, then
N's differential delay is 5 milliseconds . The disadvantage of
differential delay is the requirement of installing high-speed
buffer capacity at the receiving node to store information
until data from all constituent paths reach the destination. The
size of buffer required could be substantial as transmission
rate and differential delay increase. Hence, it is essential to
design network routing mechanisms that balance the benefits
of bandwidth efficiency with the costs of differential delay.
This forms the main focus of this paper.

One advantage of splitting a traffic into several sub-streams
is the inherent protection from link failures. Thus, if any of
the sub-streams fails, the connection can continue to operate,
although with reduced bandwidth until the failed link is fixed.

The following sections present recent work closely related
to this paper.

C. Related Work

The benefits of SONET VCAT on optical WDM grooming
networks were explored in [3]. The authors have quantitatively
demonstrated that VCAT can improve bandwidth efficiency,
simplify network control, and balance network load. In our
paper, we investigate VCATs effect on link capacity utilization
and link failure protection in great detail.
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Fig. 4 . Routing an OC-1O connection using the single-path-multi-wavelength
(MP) method .

links. With wavelength conversion, different wavelengths
can be used. If a lightpath can not be established, then
the connection request is blocked and the algorithm ends.

• Step 3: update the available capacity of links along the
path.

In Fig. 3, an OC-lO connection is routed using the SPSW
method. The entire connection bandwidth is carried on >'0
because of the single wavelength and single path constraints.

Fig. 3. Routing an OC-1O connection using the single-path-single-wavelength
(SPSW) method .

With VCAT, single-path routing can be achieved using
either a single wavelength or multiple wavelengths. We define
single-path-multi-wavelength (SPMW) as a method that routes
all SONET VCAT traffic sub-streams of a connection using
different wavelengths on a single path. The heuristic works as
follows:

• Step 1: evenly divide b into w component sub-streams
with OC-l as the basic unit. Examples are listed in Table
I.

• Step 2: find a path for the first traffic sub-stream using
the SPSW route selection heuristic described earlier.

• Step 3: if a path is found, then find a separate wave
length on the same path to satisfy each of the remaining
traffic sub-streams. Otherwise, the connection request is
blocked.

• Step 4: if the remaining traffic sub-streams can not be
routed on the same path using different wavelengths and
w is greater than 1, then decrement w by 1 and repeat
Step 1,2, and 3. Otherwise, update the available capacity
of links along the path.

In Fig. 4, an OC-lO connection is routed using the SPMW
method. The connection bandwidth is carried on a single path
using three different wavelengths. The OC-4 traffic sub-stream
is carried on >'0, the OC-3 traffic sub-streams are carried on
>'1 and >'2.

III . ROUTING AND TRAFFIC SPLITTING ALGORITHMS

This section explains the route selection methods used to
study the tradeoffs of SONET VCATs traffic splitting feature.
In the following subsections, s denotes a given connection
request's source node, d the destination node, b the requested
connection bandwidth, p the maximum number of link-disjoint
paths between sand d, and w the maximum number of wave
lengths that connections can use on a path. In the discussions
below, it is assumed the minimum granularity of assignment is
OC-l; this may be generalized to OC-3, etc. depending upon
the optical switch's limitations.

In [9], the authors considered the problem of minimizing
the differential delay in a virtually concatenated Ethernet over
SONET system by suitable path selection. Related work on
this problem is also presented in [10]. In [11], the authors
present a widest path first heuristic and an integer linear pro
gramming based method for multi-path establishment, based
on a cumulative differential delay definition. In [12], the
authors present heuristics for setting up multiple paths while
meeting differential delay constraints . In order to keep our
heuristic simple, we do not attempt to minimize differential
delay during the path selection process.

In [13], [14], the authors considered an explicit partial link
failure protection mechanism where each connection has a
primary path and a backup path. The backup bandwidth is a
fraction of the primary bandwidth. In case of a link failure, the
connection is carried on the backup path with reduced capacity
and the system will try to identify additional capacity on the
same backup path. In this paper, we only consider the implicit
partial link failure protection provided by VCATs multi-path
routing and we do not attempt to find additional capacity when
link failure occurs.

In [15], the authors present an effective multipath bandwidth
metric while meeting a connection 's reliability requirement.
The paper also presents heuristics for setting up multi-path
connections , while considering cost and reliability.

A. Single-Path-Single- Wavelength (SPSW)

VCAT can route a connection across the network using
either a single path or multiple paths. The usage of multiple
paths would result in differential delay since different paths are
likely to have different delays . The simplest way to eliminate
differential delay is to route the connection using only one path
and one wavelength. We define single-path-single-wavelength
(SPSW) as a method that routes all SONET VCAT traffic sub
streams of a connection using the same wavelength on a single
path. SPSW is the traditional route selection method and its
heuristic works as follows:

• Step 1: find the shortest path between sand d such that
each link on the path has one or more wavelengths with
free capacity of at least b. If no such path exists, then the
connection request is blocked and the algorithm ends.

• Step 2: select appropriate wavelengths for the lightpath.
Without wavelength conversion, the establishment of a
lightpath requires the usage of the same wavelength on all
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C. Multi-Path (MP)

Routing traffic across the network via multiple paths allows
efficient utilization of link capacity and more evenly dis
tributed traffic load. In addition, connections receive implicit
partial link failure protection if paths are link-disjoint. We
define multi-path (MP) as a method that routes SONET VCAT
traffic sub-streams of a connection using as many link-disjoint
paths as possible where the requested bandwidth is divided
equally among all paths. The heuristic works as follows:

OC-4 (Aol

OC-3 (Aol

OC-4 (Aol

II

TABLE I
BANDWIDTH SPLITTING EXAMPLES

II Bandwidth I # Link-Disjoint Paths I Sub-streams

Fig. 5. Routing an OC-IO connection using the multi-path (MP) method.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

is the number of nodes and m is the number of links. SPSW
is the simplest method because it only has to perform RWA
once in all cases. SPMW is more computationally intensive
than SPSW as it has to perform RWA w times in the worst
case. The MP method has to perform RWAp times in the best
case and p(p + J) / 2 times in the worst case. Thus, MP is
the most computationally expensive method, as implemented.

The section presents the simulation model used for perfor
mance analysis and the performance of the route selection
methods.

a) Simulation Model: The algorithms were implemented
in a discrete-event simulator using the YACSIM library [16]
and made the following assumptions in our model:

• A network with dynamic traffic demand where connec
tions arrive and leave the network, one at a time, follow
ing a Poisson arrival process and negative-exponential
distribution duration .

• The selection of source and destination for each connec
tion request is based on a uniform distribution. The source
is first selected from the set of all possible nodes, and then
the destination is selected from the set of all other nodes.

• Routing paths are determined at the time of connection
request arrival.

• The Erlang load offered is adjusted for each simulation
experiment to keep the blocking probability between 0
and 0.1.

• There are 16 wavelengths per link and the first-fit algo
rithm is used for wavelength assignment.

• All wavelengths have the same capacity of T = OC
48 (2.5 Gbps) and the bandwidth requested by each
connection (dm ) is uniformly distributed with a mean of
o., [14].

1 ::; Gav ::; T / 2 (1)

T/2 < Gav ::; T (2)

dm rv uniform (1, 2Gav - 1)

dm rv uniform(2Ga v - T, T)

OC-I 3 OC-I
OC-2 3 OC-I , OC-I
OC-9 3 OC-3, OC-3, OC-3
OC-IO 3 OC-4, OC-3, OC-3
OC-ll 3 OC-4, OC-4, OC-3

D. Single-Path-Multi-Wavelength-Multi-Path (SPMW-MP)

We next define a hybrid route selection method that com
bines SPMW and MP as single-path-multi-wavelength-multi
path (SPMW-MP). This method first tries to establish a
connection using the SPMW method and if SPMW fails, it
uses the MP method. We expect SPMW-MP to admit more
connection requests than SPMW and MP because it tries
both single-path and multi-path approaches during connection
setup.

The single-path methods avoid the differential delay prob
lem. However, they forgo the potential benefits of routing with
multiple paths. The complexity of these route selection meth
ods are dominated by the running time of Dijkstra's algorithm,
which is a part of RWA. With a linear storage implementation ,
Dijkstra 's algorithm has a complexity of O(n2 + m) where n

• Step 1: find p, which is the minimum of two values: the
number of outgoing links at s and the number of incoming
links at d.

• Step 2: evenly divide b into p component sub-streams
with OC-1 as the basic unit. Examples are listed in
Table I.

• Step 3: find a path for each traffic sub-stream using the
SPSW route selection heuristic described earlier such that
all paths are link-disjoint.

• Step 4: if the number of paths found is less than the
number of traffic sub-streams and p is greater than 1,
then decrement p by 1 and repeat Step 2 and 3.

• Step 5: if the number of paths found is equal to the num
ber of traffic sub-streams, then calculate the differential
delay and update the available capacity of links along all
paths. Otherwise, the connection request is blocked.

In Fig. 5, an OC-lO connection is routed using the MP
method. The connection bandwidth is carried on three link
disjoint paths. The OC-4 traffic sub-stream is routed on the
one-hop path using Ao, the OC-3 traffic sub-streams are routed
on the zero-hop path using Al and the two-hop path using Ao.
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For example, a Gav of 18 implies that dm rv uniform(l,
35), a Gav of 24 implies that dm rv uniform(l , 47), and
a Gav of 30 implies that dm rv uniform(12, 48).

• Link failures are introduced, one at a time, after 10,000
connection requests are made. The arrival process is
modeled as a Poisson process with a rate of 0.015A,
which guarantees at least 1 link failure per 100 connection
requests. However, we limit the total number of link
failures to 1 per 100 connection requests.

• For the SPMW route selection method, the maximum
number of wavelengths per connection is limited to 4.

The main simulation parameters and their values are listed
in Table II.

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND VALUES

NSFNET T1 Network 1991

@ M8m NII/Wclll,ln c

(a) 14-node, 21-link NSFNET

# Requests per simulation 1,000,000
# wavelengths per link 16
Wavelength capacity OC-48 (2.5 Gbps)
Average connection bandwidth (G av ) OC-12, 18, 24, 30
Connection arrival rate (>') 10 - 30
Mean connection duration (I/Jt) 10
Link failure arrival rate 0.Ql5>'
Mean link failure duration I
Propagation delay per kilometer 5 us
Processing delay per node 100 us
Network topology NSFNET, USANET
Max # wavelengths per connection 4

Simulation Parameters I Values

b) Performance Metrics : The performance metrics con
sidered are:

• Blocking Probability: is defined as the number of con
nection requests rejected over the total number of con
nection requests made, during the simulated time interval.

• Link Utilization: is defined as the percentage of total link
capacity used at specific instances of a simulation exper
iment. A measurement is taken every 10,000 connection
requests and the average is reported.

• Setup Time: is defined as the amount of time needed
to establish a connection request. This includes time
to compute routing paths and to update the available
capacity of links along all paths.

• Differential Delay: is defined as the difference between
the longest and shortest delay of paths carrying sub
streams of a given connection. It includes propagation
and processing delays.

• Protection Ratio: is defined as the ratio of bandwidth
available to a connection after failure to its pre-failure
bandwidth allocation.

c) Parameters and Topologies: The performance of the
proposed algorithms were studied using a discrete event
simulation model built using YACSIM [16]. The network
topologies considered were: the 14-node 21-link NSFNET
topology (presented in Figure 6(a)) and the 46-node 61-link
USANET topology (presented in Figure 6(b)). Each link is
bi-directional and is implemented as two uni-directionallinks.
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(b) 46-node, 61-link USANET

Fig. 6. Network Topologies Studied.

The system parameters varied are: average connection band
width (Gav ) , and connection arrival rate (A). The possible
values of Gav are OC-12, OC-18, OC-24, and OC-30. For
each Gav , A is varied to keep the blocking probability between
oand 0.1 (i.e. no more than 10% blocking). In NSFNET, the
values of A range from 23 to 30 for OC-18, 18 to 25 for OC
24, and 13 to 20 for OC-30. In USANET, the values of A
range from 20 to 27 for OC-18, 15 to 22 for OC-24, and 10
to 17 for OC-30.

The simulation results for Gav = OC-12 are not shown
due to extremely low blocking probabilities. For each set of
parameter values, simulations were run with different random
seeds. Since similar outcomes were observed, only one set
of results (instead of the average with confidence intervals)
is presented, as a representative sample. SPSW is the tradi
tional route selection method and is used as the base in our
performance comparison.

A. Blocking Performance

Fig. 7 shows that carrying traffic in finer granularity allows
a network to admit more connection requests. For NSFNET
with Gav = OC-30, MP, SPMW, and SPMW-MP outperformed
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Fig. 7. Blocking performance vs. load for NSFNET and USANET. Fig. 8. Average link utilization vs. load for NSFNET and USANET.

SPSW by 53.4% to 95.7%, 93% to 99%, and 98.5% to
99.9% respectively in terms of blocking performance. For
USANET with Gav = OC-18, MP, SPMW, and SPMW-MP
outperformed SPSW by 80% to 98%, 97.8% to 99.5%, and
99.8% to 99.9% respectively in blocking performance. Even
though both SPMW and MP carry traffic in finer granularity,
SPMW is able to admit more connection requests than MP
because SPMW only requires one path. For Gav =OC-30, the
improvement ranges from 78% to 85% for NSFNET and 73%
to 87% for USANET. As expected, SPMW-MP performed
better than SPMW in all cases. The dip for SPMW-MP in
Fig. 7(a) is a result of extremely small blocking probabilities.

B. Link Utilization

Fig. 8 shows the average link utilization that correspond
to system parameters used Fig. 7. Both SPMW and SPMW
MP have slightly higher average link utilization than SPSW
because they are able to admit more connection requests. How
ever, MP uses much more link capacity on average compared
to SPSw. For Gav = OC-30 and A = 15, MP outperformed

SPSW by 86% despite 44% higher link capacity usage with
NSFNET, by 53% despite 42 % higher link capacity usage
with USANET. MP utilizes link capacity more efficiently
than the traditional SPSW because MP is able to admit more
connection requests even though less link capacity is available.

C. Setup Time

In a dynamic-traffic network where routing paths are com
puted on a demand basis, the amount of time needed to
establish a connection heavily depends on its number of link
disjoint paths and the network condition. Fig. 9 shows that the
average setup time increases as the number of link-disjoint
paths increases. For connections that result in one routing
path, their setup time increases with traffic load because
less paths are available when the network is congested. For
example, assume that the maximum number of link-disjoint
paths between sand d of a connection request is 3. When
the network is congested, there is a higher probability that
only 1 path is available between sand d. Since MP aims to
utilize all link-disjoint paths, it will first try to establish the
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# Link- Protection Average Buffer
Disjoint Ratio (%) Differential Requirement
Paths Delay (ms) per Link (MB)

2 50.0 10.1 50.0
3 66.7 18.4 92.0
4 75.0 26.0 130.0

TABLE IV
PROTECTION RATIO AND DIFFERENTIAL DELAY FOR MP IN USANET.
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fails. Thus, the average setup time increases with traffic load
for single-path connections.
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Fig. 10. NSFNET - Effect of wavelength conversion on blocking performance
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D. Differential Delay and Link Failure Protection Ratio

The benefits of routing traffic with multiple link-disjoint
paths include efficient link capacity utilization, more evenly
distributed traffic load, and implicit partial protection in case
of a link failure. However, these benefits come at the cost
of differential delay and additional buffer capacity. Average
differential delays and their corresponding buffer requirement
per link are shown in Table III and in Table IV. These
tables also show that a higher implicit link failure protection
ratio implies a longer differential delay. The worst case is
with NSFNET where 4 link-disjoint paths are used and an
average differential delay of 26 milliseconds leads to 130
megabytes (MB) of buffer requirement per uni-directionallink.
The buffer capacity is calculated as link capacity times average
differential delay.
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Fig . 11. USANET - Effect of wavelength conversion on blocking perfor
mance

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated problems related to using the
VCAT mechanism of SONET technology in optical WDM
grooming networks with dynamic traffic demand. We pro
posed four route selection methods to study the performance
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of VCATs traffic splitting feature. The simulation results
confirmed the benefits of carrying traffic in finer granularity.
Routing connections using multiple paths or a single path
with multiple wavelengths can greatly improve a network's
blocking performance. When link-disjoint paths are used,
connections are also partially protected from link failures. Our
study showed that differential delay caused by VCATs multi
path routing increases with the number of link-disjoint paths
used for routing. However, with the current cost of memory,
it is feasible to provide a sufficient amount of buffer at all
receiving nodes to solve the differential delay problem.
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E. Wavelength Conversion

The above results were done for systems without wave
length conversion. We next present results for networks that
have full wavelength conversion enabled. Wavelength conver
sion allows the use of different wavelengths on a lightpath
and reduces the blocking caused by the wavelength continuity
constraint. Thus, results shown in Fig 10 for the NSFNET
topology, with wavelength conversion, are as expected. For
both methods, single-path and multi-path, a significant reduc
tion in blocking probability was observed. The improvement
for Gav = OC-24 ranges from 70% to 80% with the single-path
method and 65% to 89% with the multi-path method. Similar
trends are observed for the USANET topology as shown in
Fig. 11.
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